EdQ DataView Dashboard Fact Sheet

CSU educator preparation programs are expressing a growing need for timely data to inform their continuous improvement efforts. The CSU Chancellor’s Office has developed a new data dashboard called the EdQ DataView to support these needs.

**DASHBOARD PROVIDES AN EASY WAY TO VIEW AND ANALYZE DATA THAT MATTERS TO YOUR WORK**

The dashboard covers a range of topics relevant to program improvement, including applications and admissions; progress, completion, and post-completion outcomes of educator candidates; program characteristics; and program perceptions based on surveys of graduates and their supervisors. This set of data dashboard views provides a unified, friendly resource you can use to gain meaningful information and insights.

**THE SYSTEM IS BEING BUILT TO SERVE EDUCATOR PREPARATION PROGRAM LEADERS**

Our goal is to make high-quality data accessible to the leaders who need it to inform their program improvement efforts – whether those leaders are deans, associate deans, program coordinators, field supervisors, credential analysts, or other engaged faculty or staff.

**DASHBOARD IS SECURE AND PRIVATE**

Campuses now have access to their own data as well as aggregate data for the CSU system. Each campus can make decisions about how its data are used within the CSU system.

**YOUR USE OF THE DASHBOARD WILL FUEL EXPANSION AND ENHANCEMENT OF THE DATA SYSTEM**

We rolled out the dashboard in fall of 2017. More will be developed as data is added to the system, and as users share their experiences and priorities.

Questions or comments? Contact us:
Dr. Paul Tuss, Director, CSU Educator Quality Center
(562) 951-4747 ptuss@calstate.edu
https://www2.calstate.edu/impact-of-the-csu/teacher-education/educator-quality-center

A sample of one of the many dashboards being developed for education program leaders.